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Abstract: The ever-evolving cosmetic industry requires advanced analytical techniques to explore,
understand, and optimize product performance at nano, micro, and macroscopic levels. Nowadays,
these insights are crucial for translating microstructure behavior into macroscopic properties. This
knowledge is essential to formulate products with a lower carbon footprint and a higher sustainability
profile, incorporating, at the same time, natural or biobased raw materials. These raw materials may
present challenges for formulators and analytical scientists due to either an inferior performance when
compared to their fossil-derived counterparts or higher costs. This comprehensive review covers a
spectrum of analytical methodologies employed in cosmetic formulation, including chromatographic
analyses, olfactometry, and electronic nose technology. The characterization of product stability
involving assessing parameters such as droplet size, zeta potential, viscosity, analytical centrifugation,
surface tension, and interfacial tension are also explored. The discussion in this paper extends to
the role of rheology in understanding the molecular structure and behavioral dynamics of cosmetic
samples. This review concludes with an overview of colorimetric analysis, a crucial aspect related
to consumer perception, followed by a discussion on the challenges and opportunities associated
with using meta-analysis methodologies in cosmetics. The formulation of cosmetics employing
biobased feedstocks is included, highlighting the evolving landscape of cosmetic science and the
integration of sustainable practices. This review stands at the interface between a meta-analysis
of cosmetics and product performance, which is attained through a detailed examination of each
analytical method. The know-how shared serves as a valuable resource for formulators, researchers,
and industry professionals for real-world applications in the analytical field of cosmetics formulation.

Keywords: cosmetics; formulation; chromatography; olfactometry; stability; rheology; surface
tension; colorimetry; microstructure; biobased materials

1. Introduction

The Perfume, Cosmetic, and Toiletry (PCT) industry dates back to the use of cosmetics
by ancient civilizations, with the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans being one of the first
societies to extensively employ cosmetics for both aesthetic and functional purposes [1–3].
Neanderthal men utilized natural pigments for face painting, while the Romans employed
oil-based perfumes. The Egyptians, around 4000 BC, were known for their extensive use of
cosmetics for both aesthetic and functional purposes, with examples such as the lead-based
kohl which was later used by Cleopatra. Then, significant milestones were attained in
France during the Renaissance period, where perfumeries began crafting intricate formu-
lations, and evolved with the 19th century seeing a transition to chemical ingredients [4].
The 20th century marked a period of rapid growth and technological innovations with the
birth of iconic companies like Estée Lauder, L’Oréal, and Shiseido, who became pioneers
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in cosmetics R&D and marketing. Noteworthy is the industry’s adaptability and growth,
even amidst global challenges such as the COVID-19 pandemic [5].

1.1. Industry Overview

In 2023, the global beauty market was valued at ca. USD 625.7 billion, with a projected
CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 3.3% from 2023 to 2028 [6]. When referring
to the cosmetic industry, the latter is often misinterpreted as solely comprising the color
cosmetic or makeup segments, while, in reality, these account for just over 18% of the
entire personal care market. The industry itself is diverse, with various segments includ-
ing skincare, haircare, fragrances, and more. The U.S. remains a significant market, but
a noticeable shift towards developing regions like South America, Eastern Europe, and
Asia has been observed and is projected to reach a value of USD 126.52 billion by 2025,
growing at a CAGR of 9.3% from 2020 to 2025 [6]. Moreover, sustainability trends in
2023 have emphasized the use of biobased raw materials, eco-friendly packaging, and
ingredient transparency, reflecting the industry’s response to consumer demands for sus-
tainability [7,8]. The Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance Association (CTFA) and Cosmetic
Ingredient Review (CIR) are among the organizations ensuring the scientific, legal, and
regulatory adherence of cosmetic firms, promoting a culture of safety and transparency. As
of 2022, the top 10 cosmetic companies held a market share of 62.8% of the global cosmetics
market, reflecting a high concentration level within the industry [6]. Evolving consumer
preferences, growing awareness related to the sustainability megatrend, and the rise of
e-commerce are among the factors driving the growth of the PCT industry [7]. These
industry leaders have maintained growth by employing strategies like product innovation,
core brand re-marketing, and geographical expansion, particularly in high-growth regions
like Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe.

1.2. The Importance of Instrumental Techniques in Cosmetics R&D

The development of instrumental methods marked a transformational shift in the
cosmetics domain. Techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) emerged as crucial tools for both
quality control and gaining valuable insights into formulations. They enabled a thorough
exploration of molecular composition, which allows for an understanding of interactions
at a microscopic level, elucidating macroscopic properties such as viscosity, rheology, and
solubility, which are pivotal to product performance [2,9,10].

Macroscopic properties constitute a spectrum of characteristics crucial for the practical
application and performance of cosmetic products. These properties are significantly
influenced by molecular and microscopic interactions, formulation strategies, and material
choices [11]. These properties allow to gain insights into the texture, hydration potential,
Sun Protection Factor (SPF), and longevity of cosmetics, to name a few [12].

The 20th century has witnessed remarkable advancements in the cosmetics indus-
try. State-of-the-art analytical methods, the incorporation of novel active ingredients,
and complex formulation strategies have all contributed to the rise of high-performance
cosmetics [5,10]. Purity assessment assumed a central role with the inclusion of active
molecules aimed at enhancing organoleptic properties like the fragrance and texture of
cosmetics [9,13]. A significant paradigm shift observed in recent times is the transition
from petrochemical-derived ingredients to biobased and naturally sourced alternatives.
This transition is related to the sustainability megatrend and the demand for cleaner, safer,
and better-performing formulations [11,14].

One case study highlighting the importance of analytical techniques in cosmetics
is demonstrated by the detailed analysis of parabens, a common preservative in over
22,000 products, initially claimed as having low toxicity and general non-mutagenicity [15].
Advanced analytical methods enabled the understanding biological interactions of parabens,
particularly their reproductive and estrogenic effects, leading to a trend in which parabens
are being substituted by other less harmful compounds.
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1.3. Meta-Analysis of Cosmetics

Several papers and reviews highlight the evolution and application of analytical
techniques in cosmetics, correlating microstructure to macroscopic properties. The topics
of these works range from the formulation development of emulsions [16] to modern
techniques for sample preparation in cosmetics analysis [17], surface science in cosmetic
formulations and its impact on product performance [11]. Moreover, new ingredients
are being explored, and their microscopic properties and translation into macroscopic
performance are being studied [18,19]. Nevertheless, there is a gap in the literature related
to the application of a comprehensive analytical framework in cosmetics characterization,
a so-called meta-analysis. A meta-analysis of cosmetics refers to a comprehensive and
integrative approach that synthesizes findings from diverse analytical methodologies to
provide a holistic understanding of cosmetic products. The meta-analysis of cosmetics
involves the steps summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Stages in the meta-analysis of cosmetics formulation.

Stage Description

Systematic Review

Begins with a thorough literature review to identify
relevant studies using various analytical methods, aiming
to cover a broad spectrum of research related to
cosmetic analysis.

Comprehensive Data Collection

Involves gathering data from different analytical
techniques specific to a cosmetic product, such as
chromatography for chemical composition, rheology for
texture and consistency, electronic nose for fragrance, and
stability testing for shelf-life.

Data Integration and Synthesis
Integrates the collected data, which can be challenging due
to their diversity. This step often includes standardizing
different data forms for a comparative analysis.

Statistical Analysis and Modeling

Utilizes advanced statistical techniques and models to
analyze the combined data set. This may include
meta-regression analyses to understand variable
relationships and their impact on a cosmetic product’s
overall performance and quality.

Holistic Interpretation

Aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of a
cosmetic product by interpreting the integrated data in
terms of chemical composition, physical properties,
sensory attributes, stability, and how these collectively
define the product’s characteristics.

Application in Product
Development and Quality Control

Applies the insights from the meta-analysis to guide
product formulation, development, and quality control,
ensuring informed decisions which consider various
factors affecting the product’s efficacy, safety, and
consumer acceptance.

1.4. Literature Review Methodology

We analyzed 257 publications from the Dimensions and Scopus databases, selecting
190 which met the specified criteria. The search utilized the keywords “cosmetic”, “analy-
sis”, “stability”, and “formulation”. To ensure rigor in our methodology, we adopted the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guide-
lines [20]. The PRISMA process entailed searching the Dimensions and Scopus digital
libraries, removing duplicates, conducting initial screenings of paper abstracts, collating
relevant full articles, and performing in-depth analyses of each selected article. Each
manuscript was meticulously coded for specific information, including paper title, authors,
publication year, context, methodology, and relevance to methods of analysis in cosmetics.
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The search incorporated peer-reviewed journal articles written in English and published
between 2005 and 2023 (Figure 1). The resulting bibliographic data were analyzed using the
VoSviewer text analytics module, which facilitated the creation of a visual representation of
the bibliographic connections between keywords. In this visualization, the weight of the
circles and lines denotes the number of publications, citations and collaborations, and the
overall significance of the research output, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Number of publications of research papers with the keywords “cosmetic”, “analysis”,
“stability”, and “formulation” in their titles and abstracts from 2005 to 2023, obtained in a search in
the Dimensions and Scopus databases.

1.5. Structure of the Review

This review is structured into seven sections, each focusing on analytical and instru-
mental techniques for the evaluation of cosmetics. Section 2 includes an overview of the
meta-analysis and analytical methods in cosmetics. Section 3 discusses chromatographic
analysis, subdivided into liquid chromatography and gas chromatography. Following this,
Section 4 covers olfactometry and electronic nose technology. Section 5 is dedicated to the
characterization and evaluation of cosmetic products stability, including droplet size, zeta
potential, viscosity, analytical centrifugation, and surface and interfacial tension. Section 6
focuses on rheology and its key role in understanding the link between the microstructure
and performance of cosmetics, particularly in dispersed systems. In Section 7, colorimetric
analysis in cosmetics formulation is presented, covering topics such as color and its con-
formational elements and the metric of color. Finally, Sections 8 and 9 presents challenges
and opportunities related to the measurement of cosmetic products incorporating biobased
materials in their matrices, and conclusions and perspectives.
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Figure 2. Main keywords in publications from the Dimensions and Scopus databases identified
through a bibliometric analysis. The data were gathered using the keywords “cosmetic”, “analysis”,
“stability”, and “formulation” in the titles and abstracts of publications. The analysis involved 257
publications, analyzed with the VoSviewer text analytics module from Leiden University, Netherlands
(available at https://www.vosviewer.com, accessed on 10 October 2023). The bibliographic connec-
tions are illustrated in a visual format, where the size and connectivity of the circles and lines represent
the volume of publications, the extent of citations, and the degree of collaborations. Five distinct re-
search clusters were identified: analysis of formulation in cosmetics (red), physicochemical properties
(green), product properties evaluation (blue), emulsions (purple), and antioxidant addition (yellow).
The live plot website can be found at the following address: https://app.vosviewer.com/?json=https:
//drive.google.com/uc?id=1MA6NHvqTSquemkM6lmaDoqSI9lLd28Wy, accessed on 17 December 2023.

2. Analytical Methods in Cosmetics

In the field of cosmetic analysis, several analytical techniques play a crucial role, each
tailored to meet specific requirements to understand the molecular nature of cosmetic
products and the complexity of their formulations. In this comprehensive review, the pri-
mary emphasis is on specific techniques for conducting meta-analyses of cosmetic matrices.
These techniques can be broadly classified into five main categories: chromatographic
methods, spectroscopic methods, interfacial methods, rheology, and other specialized tech-
niques. Chromatographic methods, such as LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry/mass spectrometry) and GC-MS (gas chromatography–mass spectrometry),
offer the remarkable capability to separate and identify complex mixtures within cosmetic
formulations. Additionally, electronic nose technology has gained prominence in scent
analysis, allowing for the characterization of fragrance components. Interfacial techniques
encompass critical measurements such as surface and interfacial tension. Furthermore,
the determination of emulsion stability, which can be assessed through analytical ultra-
centrifugation, provides valuable insights into the lifetime of emulsions. Rheology, the
study of flow and deformation properties, also plays a crucial role in understanding the
structural behavior of cosmetic products. Spectroscopic methods, including colorimetry,
offer rapid and non-invasive means of analysis, primarily employed for color measurement
within cosmetic formulations. These techniques collectively provide a comprehensive

https://www.vosviewer.com
https://app.vosviewer.com/?json=https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1MA6NHvqTSquemkM6lmaDoqSI9lLd28Wy
https://app.vosviewer.com/?json=https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1MA6NHvqTSquemkM6lmaDoqSI9lLd28Wy
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toolkit for meta-analysis in cosmetics. They facilitate a profound understanding of the
molecular composition and microstructure of cosmetic products and help elucidate their
impact on macroscopic properties. This holistic approach to cosmetic analysis is essential
for ensuring product quality and performance. In Table 2, a comprehensive comparison
of the advantages, limitations, and recent developments of chromatographic and spectro-
scopic methods is presented. The advancements in cosmetic measurement techniques are
not only technical but also align with the broader objectives of efficiency, environmental
sustainability, and adaptability.

Table 2. Advantages, limitations, and comparison between techniques and recent developments in
analytical methods for cosmetics.

Type of Technique Advantages Limitations Comparison with
Other Techniques Recent Developments

LC-MS/MS
High specificity,
sensitive in
complex matrices

High cost,
expertise needed

More sensitive
than HPLC

Advancements in detection
limits and sample
preparation techniques

HPLC Versatile, widely
available

Less sensitive than
LC-MS/MS

More accessible than
LC-MS/MS

Improvements in column
technology for
better separation

GC-MS Excellent for
volatile compounds

Not suitable for high
molecular weight
compounds

Superior for volatiles
compared to HPLC and
LC-MS/MS

Enhanced sensitivity and
faster analysis times

Electronic Nose Rapid, suitable for
complex aromas

Limited by sensor
types, less specific

Faster, more holistic for
aroma analysis

Improved sensor
technology for better
specificity

Colorimetry Simple, quick for
color analysis

Limited to surface color,
can be subjective

Objective analysis of
color compared to
other techniques

Integration with digital
imaging for
enhanced accuracy

Rheology Crucial for texture and
viscosity assessment

Can be complex and
equipment-dependent

Provides more detailed
analysis than simple
viscosity measurements

Advances in automation
and precision of
measurements

Surface Tension

Important for
understanding
foamability and
surfactant micellization
performance

Limited to specific
types of analysis

More detailed than
simple foam
stability tests

Innovations in
measurement techniques
for faster and more
accurate results

To provide a comparative understanding of these techniques, we introduce a radar
chart with a scale from 1 to 5 in Figure 3, including aspects such as cost, specificity, ease
of use, precision, environmental impact, and equipment requirements. Each technique is
assigned a qualitative score for each category, reflecting its strengths and limitations. For
example, LC-MS/MS may score highly in specificity and sensitivity but lower in cost and
ease of use. In contrast, HPLC might score higher in ease of use and accessibility. This
enables the emphasis on the practical implications and applicability of each technique in
diverse scenarios.
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3. Chromatographic Analysis

Chromatography is one of the most used separation techniques in the cosmetics indus-
try, specifically utilized for qualitative and quantitative analysis of formulation components.
Various types of chromatography are known, among them liquid chromatography (LC)
and gas chromatography (GC), both coupled to different detectors (UV, DAD, MS, MS/MS),
as these two techniques are characterized by the sensitivity, robustness, and reproducibility
of their methods [21]. In complex matrices such as cosmetic products, methodologies that
allow for the separation and analysis of mixtures are useful for formulation and product
innovation [22,23].

3.1. Liquid Chromatography

The basic principle of liquid chromatography is founded on the differing affinities that
analytes in a mixture have towards the adsorbent material in the column or in the mobile
phase. This difference causes the components to travel at varied speeds, leading to their sep-
aration [24]. Liquid chromatography encompasses various types of separation mechanisms,
notably, reverse-phase and normal-phase chromatography. Additionally, less common
methodologies are reported, such as ion exchange chromatography for contaminants like
N-nitrosodiethanolamine (NDELA), a type of nitrosamine and potential human carcinogen
which can form in cosmetic products [25,26]. Size exclusion chromatography methods
are also documented, for instance, for the analysis of hyaluronic acid [27]. Following the
separation of analytes in the column, they are detected by a coupled detection system, with
the most common detectors being diode-array detection (DAD) or UV–visible spectroscopy
(UV-Vis) and mass spectrometry (MS).

The most recurrent use of liquid chromatography in cosmetics is in the analysis of UV
filters [28], as it is common to find such compounds in cosmetic formulations, from a daily
sunscreen to a cosmetic base. In recent years, the use of sunscreens has increased due to
heightened consumer awareness about skincare, the depletion of the ozone layer, and the
prevention of diseases and skin discoloration or spots [28–31]. The initial step before intro-
ducing a sunscreen-laden sample into high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
involves evaluating the complexity of the matrix in which the sample is situated. Numerous
publications have addressed the pretreatment of cosmetic samples, with one of the most
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relevant techniques involving the disruption of emulsions using ethanol or methanol or the
incorporation of a surfactant. In certain instances, this procedure may be combined with
low pH and/or elevated temperature (60 ◦C) conditions [6]. Another method is to perform
a solid-phase extraction (SPE), with materials like graphene sponge [30]. Following the
pretreatment of the sample, the injection process is initiated. Most advanced and frequently
referenced methods employ a C-18 stationary phase. Typically, the mobile phase consists
of ethanol or methanol, often combined with an aqueous phase which may include acetic
acid or a buffer in certain instances [28–31]. Currently reported methods allow separating
even 16 filters in a single run [29], enabling the analysis of different formulations using the
same method.

Antioxidants are another group of ingredients in cosmetic products known for their
high effectiveness and popularity. They can disrupt radical chain processes, enhance
cellular rejuvenation, and prevent skin cancer [32]. These compounds, primarily mono
or polyphenols with different substitution groups, are usually active in the ultraviolet
part of the spectrum [33]. Consequently, a liquid chromatography system coupled with
a UV or DAD detector is very useful in industry, offering an affordable price compared
to other detectors [33]. When it comes to identifying the structure and performing trace
quantification, it is advisable to employ a mass spectrometry detector [32]. However,
its relatively high cost makes it less commonly used. Chromatographic methods for
antioxidants typically involve a C-18 column and a methanol–water mobile phase in a
gradient program [32,33].

In addition to sunscreens and antioxidants, two other large groups of compounds
that are typically analyzed using liquid chromatography are preservatives and colorants.
Preservatives are compounds that prevent the appearance and growth of microorganisms
in cosmetic matrices [34]. Among the most used are parabens or esters of p-hydroxybenzoic
acid. As of 2021, it was estimated that between 75 and 90% of cosmetics contained parabens
in typical amounts ranging from 0.01 to 0.3% [35]. Their physicochemical characteristics
make them compatible with various formulations, and their potency, efficacy, and low
manufacturing costs contribute to their widespread use [34]. However, several studies
have shown that constant exposure to even minimal concentrations of parabens can lead
to alterations in the endocrine system of organisms [35] and a negative impact on skin
cells [36]. As a result, there is a current trend to reduce these types of molecules in
formulations and, in turn, quantify the amount of these analytes in cosmetic matrices.
For the extraction of parabens before injection by means of chromatography, reports are
found using techniques such as ultrasound-assisted extraction (UAE), supercritical fluid
extraction (SFE), stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE), solid-phase extraction (SPE), dispersive
liquid–liquid microextraction (DLLME), among others [37–39]. In liquid chromatography,
reverse-phase columns, typically C18 and C8, are commonly employed [37]. In addition to
the commonly employed detection systems, other systems such as the chemiluminescence
detector (Table 3) and the corona-charged aerosol detector are utilized [39,40].

Table 3. Examples of liquid chromatography in cosmetics.

Ingredient Sample Method Detection Reference/Year

UV Filters Samples with sunscreens LiChrospher® RP-18
(12.5 cm × 4 mm i.d., 5 µm)

UV-Vis [28]/2005
[29]/2004

UV Filters
Skin lotion, skin
emulsion, skin cream,
and sunscreen.

Agilent C18 HPLC column
(150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm) UV-Vis [30]/2018

UV Filters Sunscreen Hypersil C18 BDS (100 mm ×
4.6 mm i.d. 3 µm) UV-Vis [31]/ 2011
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Table 3. Cont.

Ingredient Sample Method Detection Reference/Year

Antioxidants and
Preservatives Skin cream Column C18 (4.6 mm × 250 mm,

5 µm) MS [32]/2006

Preservatives
Creams, lotions,
shampoos, conditioners,
and liquid soap

Zorbax SB-C18 column
(12.5 × 4.6 mm i.d., 5 µm)
Mobile phase with SDS.

UV-Vis [41]/2013

Preservatives Creams

Zorbax Bonus-RP column
(100 mm × 2.1 mm i.d., 3.5 µm)
Mobile phase: a methanol and
ammonium formate solution
0.05 mol/L (pH = 3.0).

UV-Vis [42]/2012
[43]/2011

Phthalates and
Parabens

Hair sprays, perfumes,
deodorants, creams,
and lotions

Zorbax C8 column
(150 mm × 4.6 mm i.d., 3 µm)
Mobile phase: methanol
and water.

DAD [44]/2007

Preservatives
Sunblock, hand cream,
body cream, and
toothpaste.

Column ODS-3
(150 mm × 4.0 mm, 3 µm). DAD [45]/2011

[46]/2012

Preservatives Serum
Column SHIM-PACK XR-ODS®

column (100 × 3.0 mm i.d.,
2.2 µm)

MS [47]/2016

Preservatives Bath products Column Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C8
(150 × 4.6 mm i.d., 5 µm) Quimioluminiscence [48]/2005

Colorants

Lip balm, hair spray, eye
shadow, soap, nail polish,
shampoos, toothpaste,
and face paints.

Column Phenomenex Kinetex
C18 (100 mm × 2.1 mm, 2.6 µm) MS/MS [49]/2017

Colorants

Lipsticks, lip gloss, nail
polish, lip balm,
shampoo, perfumes,
liquid soaps, shower gels,
mouthwashes, and
regenerative creams.

Column Thermo Scientific
Hypersil Gold
(100 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.9 µm)

MS/MS [50]/2015

Colorants Hair dye Shimadzu CLC-ODS, C18,
(25 cm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm) UV [51]/2015

Colorants

Lipsticks, nail polishes,
eye products, blushes,
body glitter, face paints,
bath products, creams,
and toothpaste.

Column Xterra RP18
(250 × 4.6 mm i.d., 5 µm) PDA [52]/2014

Colorants are synthetic organic compounds that are either water-soluble or oil-soluble,
and they serve to impart color to a product or to color parts of the body such as skin, hair,
nails, or eyelashes [53]. Since they determine color, the ability to quantify them in different
matrixes is crucial for maintaining quality standards and consumer acceptance. Among the
five main groups of colorants based on their chemical structure are azo, triarylmethane,
xanthenes, indigo, and quinoline; these groups exhibit chromophoric characteristics that
allow laboratories to use the UV-Vis or DAD detectors, often coupled with mass spectrome-
try [53]. It is noteworthy that water-soluble colorants contain one or more water-soluble
groups, such as carboxylic (–COO− Na+) or sulfonic (–SO3−Na+) in sodium or calcium
forms. This leads to the potential formation of polyvalent ions in the ionization source of
mass spectrometry [49,50]. Therefore, when separating them using liquid chromatography,
factors like ionic strength, pH, and mobile phase composition must be considered [49].
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Among the options, the inclusion of an organic modifier (such as acetonitrile or methanol)
in the solvent system has been proposed to avoid the rapid elution of the most polar
compounds near the column’s dead volume [49,50,53]. The inclusion of an organic modifier
in the solvent system has also been proposed to avoid a fast elution close to the dead
volume of the column of the most polar compounds [54]. It has also been reported that
the addition of volatile neutral salts prevents interactions between negatively charged
ionized compounds and partially ionized silanols in the stationary phase, which improves
retention times and peak symmetry [49,50]. However, the presence of salts in the ion
source can cause the suppression of ionization, reporting greater suppression in a positive
ionization mode [49,50]. Consequently, low salt concentrations have been documented: for
example, 3 mM of ammonium acetate is recommended to avoid peak tailing and improve
chromatographic retention [49].

Finally, it can be inferred that the liquid chromatography technique is a relevant tool
at different stages in the development of a cosmetic product, proving useful in reverse
engineering and reaching quality control of a new product. This includes all the previously
mentioned applications to the different matrices found in a cosmetic industry catalog. In
addition to liquid chromatography, there is gas chromatography, which is a separation
technique based on the vapor pressure and polarity of the components. This technique
involves a stationary phase, which can be either liquid or solid, and a carrier gas (He, H,
N) [55]. The differences between these two techniques restrict them to a specific group
of compounds. While the applications of liquid chromatography have been discussed
previously, the next section will explore gas chromatography in detail.

3.2. Gas Chromatography

In gas chromatography (GC), the compounds need to enter the column in a gaseous
state, which restricts the technique to low molecular weight compounds which can with-
stand high temperatures. [55]. In the cosmetic industry, GC is primarily used in fragrance
analysis; the compounds used in fragrances tend to be mixtures of hundreds or thousands
of analytes, either naturally or synthetically derived [23]. For these analyses, gas chro-
matography is often coupled to a flame ionization detector (FID) or a mass spectrometer
(MS), as most fragrance constituents, such as essential oils or alcohols, have a low vapor
pressure and a low molecular weight [56]. Different objectives drive fragrance analysis in
the cosmetic industry, among which are the following: (i) to determine the composition
of a product quantitatively or qualitatively; (ii) to control the quality and authenticity of
the product; and (iii) to detect the presence of contaminants [56]. The chromatographic
methods used for fragrance analysis vary widely in terms of column dimensions and
polarities, temperature ramps, and carrier gases, depending specifically on the matrix and
detectors used in the analysis, as can be seen in Table 4 [23,56].

Within fragrances, there exists a category of volatile or semi-volatile allergenic com-
pounds restricted by the European Union, known as fragrance allergens [57,58]. Most
essential oils, being mixtures of alcohols, aldehydes, esters, phenols, ketones, and volatile
and semi-volatile alkenes with boiling points below 350 ◦C [58], often present transoral
toxicity and negative effects on the nervous system either temporarily or chronically [57,58].
These compounds are also known to cause sensitization upon contact with the skin and
mucous membranes, endocrine disorders, dermatitis, asthma, and other diseases. The
European Union and national standards in countries like China and Japan have set lim-
its for nearly 99 compounds used in fragrances [58]. For instance, the maximum limit
of fragrance allergens for all lip products is 0.04%, and for other types of products it is
5% [58,59]. This regulation stems from reports indicating that compounds such as citral
and cinnamaldehyde can cause skin irritation; cinnamaldehyde may also lead to oral ulcers,
and linalool has an anesthetic effect and can cause swelling and pain in the eyes and
skin [58,59]. Therefore, the quantification of these compounds before a product’s release is
a crucial part of the entire process. Reports indicate that gas chromatography, due to the
physicochemical characteristics of these compounds, offers the fastest analysis route. The
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developed methods enable the quantification of 25 compounds with a limit of detection
(LOD) ranging from 0.8 to 8.8 mg/kg and relative standard deviations (RSD) between 0.1
and 5.0% [60], or 24 compounds with a LOD at the ppb level and recoveries above 80% [61].

Table 4. Examples of gas chromatography in cosmetics.

Ingredient Sample Method Detection Reference/Year

Allergens

Baby oil, lip balm, olive
cream, deodorant, face mask,
face lotion, shampoo,
and toothpaste.

DB-WAX (30 m × 0.32 mm i.d.,
0.5 µm) FID [61]/2015

Allergens Perfumes and essential oils
Column: Watercol 1460
(10 m × 0.10 mm, 0.08 µm);
Watercol1910 (15 m × 0.10 mm,
0.08 µm)

FID-TCD
MS [62]/2020

Allergens Perfume

Column: DB-1 (60 m × 0.25 mm,
0.25 µm); DB-1 (20 m × 0.18 mm,
0.18 µm); DB-5 (60 m × 0.25 mm,
0.25 µm); DB-17 (30 m × 0.25 mm,
0.25 µm); DB-17 (20 m × 0.18 mm,
0.18 µm); Delta-3 (30 m × 0.25 mm,
0.25 µm)

MS [63]/2003

Allergens

Moisturizing cream,
moisturizing lotion,
anti-wrinkle cream, hand
cream, sunscreen, and
after-sun cream.

Column capillary HP5
(30 m × 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 µm) MS [64]/2010

Allergens

Perfumes, post-depilation
mousse, deodorant, and
cream samples (body creams,
sun creams, and
hand creams)

DB-VRX (20 m × 0.18 mm, 1 µm) MS [65]/2010

Preservatives
Makeup remover gel,
mouthwash solution, and
hair gel.

HP-5MS (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.,
0.1 µm). MS [66]/2009

Preservatives Emulsion, body lotion, and
body cream.

DB-5MS (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.,
0.25 µm) MS [67]/2010

Preservatives

Bath gel, baby cream, body
lotion, nail strengthening
cream, shower gel, shampoos,
conditioners, and deodorants.

Columns: RtxR 5 amine
(30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.5 µm);
RxiR-5Sil MS
(20 m × 0.18 mm × 0.36 µm);
SLBTM-5ms
(20 m × 0.18 mm × 0.36 µm);
190-91S HP5-MS
(30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm)

MS/MS [68]/2013

Preservatives

Body creams, baby creams,
moisturizing cream,
deodorants, sunscreen, baby
after-sun, moisturizing lotion,
makeup, and eye
makeup remover.

TG-5 SILMS (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.,
0.25 µm) MS/MS [69]/2014

Phthalates and
Parabens

Hair sprays, perfumes,
deodorants, creams,
and lotions

HP-5MS (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25
µm). MS [44]/2007

Solvents and
Actives Nail products

Restek Rtx® 5 amine
(30 m × 0.25 mm, 0.5 µm)
Phenomenex ZB-SemiVolatiles
(30 m × 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm).

MS [22]/2016

Solvents Nail products
HP-INNOWax (30 m × 0.32 mm
i.d., 0.25 µm); Restek Rtx-225
column (30 m × 0.32 mm i.d.,
0.25 µm)

FID
MS [70]/2011
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As previously mentioned, preservatives are common components in cosmetic formu-
lations, and besides being analyzed using liquid chromatography, they can also be studied
through gas chromatography. The GC methods for this type of analytes were developed
as an alternative for complex matrices: for instance, the method developed by Perry G.
Wang and Wanlong Zhou for 26 personal care products, including bath gels, baby creams,
body lotions, nail strengthening cream, shower gels, shampoos, hair conditioners, and
deodorants, is effective for parabens analysis (Table 4) [68]. Other methods include the
use of SPME-GC-MS/MS, which has been proven to be a simple, efficient, and sensitive
methodology for the rapid determination of multiple preservatives in cosmetic samples
such as facial cleansers, eye makeup removers, moisturizers, and sunblock, among others
(Table 4) [69].

Another common application of gas chromatography in the cosmetics industry is
related to nail products. A frequent application is in the analysis of solvents like toluene,
which helps nail polish apply smoothly and adhere evenly to the nails [22]. Also, methanol,
cataloged as a hazardous contaminant with maximum limits in cosmetics [70], or the solvent
N-methyl pyrrolidone, which is miscible with water and also acts as a surfactant, can be
analyzed through GC [22]. Beyond nail products, the use of API-SPME-GC-MS for the iden-
tification of microbial presence in cosmetics through microbial volatile organic compounds
(MVOC) has recently been reported. These MVOCs, derived from enzymatic activity pro-
duced during metabolic processes, serve as biomarkers for the identification of studied
bacteria, such as the following: Indole and 2-nitrophenol for Escherichia coli, 2-undecanone
and phenylethyl alcohol for Proteus mirabilis, 1-undecene and 2′-aminoacetophenone for
Pseudomonas aeruginosa., and at least three other MVOCs as general indicators of bacterial
presence [71]. This analysis concluded that the use of SPME-GC-MS is a fast, robust, and
highly valuable tool that complements API biochemical tests in the assessment of microbial
contamination in cosmetics [71].

4. Olfactometry and Electronic Nose

The olfactory system comprises transduction mechanisms, a process which involves
various proteins in receptors located in the olfactory epithelium [72]. These proteins
transform chemical patterns into electrochemical impulses, which are interpreted by the
brain [73]. Analyzing the profile of a perfume is not a simple task; modern formulations
can contain more than 100 compounds in a single sample, requiring both the olfactory
expertise of a perfumer and the utilization of advanced analytical techniques to evaluate
perfumes from different perspectives [74]. Consequently, utilizing the sense of smell as
a detector yields a potent tool capable of detecting and identifying compounds within a
range of 10−17 g [75].

Given that the human sense of smell is the most suitable method for detecting aromas
in the effluent of a gas chromatograph, chromatography coupled with an olfactometer
(GC-O) has been utilized almost since the introduction of chromatographic analysis as an
analytical technique [76]. In this method, the gas flow at the end of the chromatographic
column is split using Y-shaped coupling. This setup allows the analytes, previously sep-
arated, to be analyzed both using an instrumental detector (FID, MS, etc.) and with an
olfactometer, in which the human nose acts as a detector (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Diagram of a gas chromatograph coupled with an olfactometer. This system has a Y splitter
(three-way splitter or two-way splitter) that allows the sample to reach one or two instrumental
detectors as well as the olfactometer. (Image created with BioRender.com).

The ability to couple analytical techniques with sensory techniques allows for a diverse
range of analyses of various samples, providing new insights into the nature of these
samples. This is why this technique has become indispensable in the fragrance industry.
With this coupling, the analyst can detect the volatile compounds responsible for different
aromas, define their characteristics, and correlate sensory data with analytical data [77].
GC-O analyses usually consist of the following four stages:

1. Sample preparation;
2. Component separation;
3. Detection of olfactorily active compounds;
4. Interpretation of results.

Regarding sample preparation, the available methods can be divided into two broad
groups: solvent-using techniques and solvent-free techniques. Each of these techniques
offers different advantages that need to be assessed when selecting the appropriate method
for achieving the best possible results. Factors such as the matrix, analytes of interest, and
analysis objectives should also be considered when selecting the most suitable methodol-
ogy [78]. Component separation is achieved using various chromatographic configurations.
The precise choice of column polarity and a well-designed temperature program are critical
factors in achieving the effective separation of analytes within the samples.

Various olfactometric methods enable the characterization of the four basic properties
of olfactorily active compounds (olfactory threshold, quality, intensity, and aroma duration).
These methods can be classified into the following three categories [79]: dilution methods,
such as AEDA (aroma extract dilution analysis) and CHARM (combined hedonic aroma
response measurement), direct intensity methods, and frequency methods.

In dilution methods, samples are successively diluted and analyzed until the point
where the subsequent dilution, upon analysis, no longer presents smell-active compounds
detectable by an olfactory evaluator. This principle is employed in AEDA and CHARM
analyses. In AEDA, the dilution factor (DF) is determined as the last dilution at which an
olfactorily active compound can be detected. The results are presented as the logarithm
of the dilution factor (log DF) against the retention index/time or by listing the dilution
factor (DF) values [80]. In contrast, CHARM analysis also involves successive dilutions, but
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olfactory evaluations are performed randomly to ensure an impartial analysis [81]. A limi-
tation of these methods is the larger time requirement compared to a regular analysis, with
typically only one or two evaluators assessing the olfactorily active eluted compounds [79].
Frequency detection methods address evaluator limitations as these methodologies employ
sensory panels (6–12 participants). In this methodology, each evaluator records the duration
of each detected odor. The individual responses are then combined to create an aromagram
in which the height of the peaks corresponds to the number of evaluators who detected
each aroma [82]. The simplicity and reliability of the results are the primary advantages
of frequency detection methods over dilution methods, since having a broader panel of
evaluators does not require prior training [82]. However, the main disadvantage of this
methodology is the lack of a comparative scale for assigning a reference value to each
aroma [83]. Lastly, direct intensity methods measure perceived intensity using a reference
scale, based on Steven’s psychophysical law, which correlates the magnitude of a physical
stimulus with the perceived intensity. In olfactometry, this relates the perceived intensity
of an aroma to the concentration of the compound in question [84,85]. The perceived
measurements can be taken in various ways, either by assigning a value to each compound
at the time of analyte elution using a predefined intensity scale or dynamically, where
the eluted compounds are treated as chromatographic peaks. In this case, the resulting
olfactogram represents the olfactory intensity as a function of retention time, with the
height of each peak indicating the maximum intensity given for each analyte, while the
width determines the duration of each aroma [85] (Figure 5).
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In general terms, frequency detection methods require the least amount of time to
perform and are also the simplest to employ. On the other hand, dilution methods require
a longer analysis time, while direct intensity methods are the most complex to execute [85].
However, once an experienced panel is available, direct intensity methods can be employed
to quickly characterize the olfactory profiles of different samples, yielding highly precise
data [79].

Each step described has different factors that will affect the quality of the results ob-
tained. Proper sample handling, the use of equipment with sufficient capacity to separate
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all compounds, data obtained from additional detectors, and, finally, the expertise in inter-
preting the data and odors obtained by an analyst with olfactory training are crucial [85].

4.1. Electronic Nose

The classification and identification of aromas have posed significant challenges due
to the interactions among various olfactorily active compounds. These compounds can
exhibit synergistic interactions, in which two or more compounds together create a more
potent aroma than each component alone, or they can exhibit compensatory effects, with
one compound mitigating the effects of another. Similarly, due to their nature, certain
components of a mixture may mask the aromas of other compounds, thereby complicating
sample analysis. Consequently, systems like aroma sensors, better known as electronic
noses, have enabled the high-precision analysis of these complex aroma mixtures [86].

In contrast to the chromatographic analysis techniques previously mentioned, alter-
native methods inspired by the sense of smell rely on electronic sensors equipped with
arrays of gas sensors capable of discerning pattern systems. These sensors can identify
simple or complex aromatic profiles by analyzing volatile compounds without the need to
separate the aromas into their single aromatic compounds [87]. They function similarly to
the human sense of smell, where a sensor array acts as the olfactory receptor, detecting the
chemical compounds present in the environment and emitting a signal. This signal could
be a change in voltage, current, frequency, or resistance, depending on the components
of the sensor array [88,89]. The signal is then processed and classified through a pattern
system, enabling the classification of each aroma (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Comparison of the biological olfactory system and the electronic nose. The sensor array acts
as an olfactory receptor that detects chemical compounds and emits a signal, which is then processed.
(Image created with BioRender.com, accessed on 7 July 2023).

Currently, a wide variety of sensors are available, each with distinct advantages,
depending on the experience of the operator to employ the appropriate sensor for the
required analysis. The sensors used in electronic noses can be categorized depending on
the physical magnitude they quantify [75,90]. Below, some of the currently used sensors
are described.

Optical sensors are named for the type of response they emit. These sensors are
constructed using a fluorescent pigment, which changes its optical properties upon inter-
action with volatile compounds. This change could correspond to a shift in wavelength
or intensity [91]. The advantage of these sensors lies in their potential for low-cost and
simple production, with sensitivity varying depending on the type of pigment used [92].
Despite their benefits, these sensors require periodic calibration for accurate results and
have a limited lifespan due to the photobleaching process [75].

Metal oxide sensors, or MOS, are the most used sensors due to the wide range of
gases they can detect [93–95]. They are based on semiconductor metals whose electrical
properties are modulated through redox-type interactions [90]. MOS can be divided into
two groups: type p sensors, which respond to oxidizing gases which remove electrons from
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the metal surface, creating holes, and type n sensors, which react with oxygen molecules
trapping electrons on the surface, thus generating high-resistance areas [95,96]. Their main
advantages include ease of use, low production costs, and versatility in measurement
types [94]. Detection can occur by measuring the change in capacitance and mass, based on
optical characteristics or on the energy released due to gas–sensor interactions [97].

Sensors designed from conductive polymers are also used, particularly for their func-
tionality at low temperatures (room temperature) [75]. These sensors operate based on the
increase in electrical resistance caused by polymer expansion, which occurs when gaseous
compounds contact the polymer, thus causing a change in material conductivity [98]. How-
ever, their main disadvantage is a high susceptibility to humidity, which can affect the
accuracy of responses to volatile compounds [99].

QCM or quartz crystal microbalance sensors are mass sensors consisting of structures
made of piezoelectric crystals [100,101]. Their operation is based on the crystal surface
being covered with a material sensitive to changes caused by interaction with gaseous
compounds [102]. This surface absorbs gases from the environment, increasing the sensor’s
total mass and, subsequently, decreasing its frequency, which is the signal detected in
QCM [102].

4.2. Importance of Olfactometric Analyses in the Cosmetic Industry

The use of olfactometry in the cosmetic industry has played a significant role in
advancing the formulation of new cosmetic products. An example of this is the discovery
of 1-p-menthene-8-thiol, the impactful compound in grapefruit aroma, identified through
this methodology. Despite being present at levels below ppb, this compound has a very
low odor threshold [103]. This methodology has also been employed by various flavor
and perfume companies to identify new aromas and flavors from exotic locations such
as various tropical jungles [104]. Additionally, it is currently employed in quality control
to determine aromas that do not match the final product or that may cause undesired
interactions, changing the olfactory profile of fragrances [79].

In the cosmetic industry, enhancing the organoleptic and perception properties of
perfumes is crucial, since these products comprise complex formulations developed from
blends of various natural and artificial sources. [105]. Given that these formulations are
carefully selected and evaluated, original perfumes are usually expensive. Consequently,
with the rising demand for perfumes, there has been an increase in perfume counterfeiting.
Although counterfeit perfumes may exhibit aromas similar to the originals, they contain
variations in their ingredients to mimic the authentic fragrance [106]. These variations, often
not properly formulated, can lead to health issues such as allergic reactions or respiratory
problems in users [107]. Thus, methodologies that allow for the differentiation between
original products designed under quality standards and imitations potentially harmful to
consumers are necessary. The electronic nose has been evaluated by various authors to
verify its effectiveness in sample detection, yielding satisfactory results which validate the
idea of using this methodology. Due to its simplicity, affordability, cost–benefit ratio, and
speed, the electronic nose could become a future reference standard for determining the
authenticity of cosmetic products [108,109].

5. Characterization and Evaluation of Cosmetic Products’ Stability

Most cosmetic products are dispersed systems that consist of one or more immiscible
phases, the most common being emulsions and suspensions [14,110]. These systems are
thermodynamically unstable, requiring a component to stabilize them, generally emul-
sifying agents, also called surfactants [3]. Being unstable, they can present instability
phenomena such as flocculation, coalescence, and sedimentation, among others [111]
(Figure 7). Over time, under storage conditions, this results in phase separation [112,113].
Therefore, in the design and development of cosmetic products, evaluating stability is
crucial to ensure the safety, quality, and efficacy of the product [114]. Stability studies are
conducted to define a product’s shelf-life and evaluate necessary adjustments in formula-
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tions, packaging materials, storage conditions, transportation, etc., to ensure health and
meet consumer expectations [114–116].
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The use of physicochemical formulation in surfactant–oil–water (SOW) systems is
crucial to tailoring the stability of emulsions and suspensions [3,118]. Since the early 20th
century studies by Bancroft, it has been recognized that, generally, the external phase of an
emulsion, whether water or oil, depends on the location of the surfactant within one of the
phases. Later, Winsor, in 1954, proposed a relationship (so-called Winsor R) through which
the interaction energies between the surfactant, water, and oil can be analyzed conceptually,
thereby allowing an understanding of the physicochemical situation of the system [119].
The physicochemical formulation of a system is associated with the type of emulsion and
its stability. At the optimum formulation, the surfactant’s interactions with water and oil
are exactly equal, leading to minimum interfacial tension in the system. Therefore, droplet
drainage and coalescence occur rapidly which was recently determined to be due to a
minimum elasticity of the interfacial film and fast surfactant exchanges between the bulk
and the interface [120,121].

Currently, the physicochemical formulation in SOW systems can be described through
the hydrophilic–lipophilic deviation (HLD) equation [3]. This equation relates various
system variables, such as salinity, surfactant type, co-surfactant type, oil type, and tem-
perature, to the physicochemical formulation of the system [14]. Moreover, it allows to
quantitatively determine how far away the emulsion is from the optimum formulation.
Systems near the optimal formulation generate unstable emulsions, and, on the other
hand, at a certain distance, their stability increases [14,118,122]. It has been known that
some systems generate a minimum droplet size at a certain distance from the optimum
formulation, leading to maximum emulsion stability. This stability is linked to the interface
energy related to the effective elasticity of the interface, as recently determined [111].

Therefore, several factors control stability in emulsions (Figure 7), among which are
the following:

1. Droplet size;
2. Surfactant concentration;
3. Physicochemical formulation of the system (e.g., HLD value);
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4. Viscosity of the external phase and the type of thickener or polymer used;
5. Concentration of the internal phase.

In the cosmetic field, these factors enable the tailoring of more or less stable emulsions,
according to the application.

The case of suspensions is more complex due to the potential presence of three phases:
an oil phase, a water phase, and a solid phase dispersed in the system, along with the use of
surfactants [112,123]. For example, there are emulsions used in mascaras, and other types
of suspensions are used to obtain different types of cosmetics, in which pigments, being
generally solid, are particles found within the system [110,114]. In these suspensions, the
physicochemical formulation is important as well as physical factors such as the contact
angle, which can influence the formation of Pickering emulsions when the particles are
small enough [124].

It has been determined that the contact angle is crucial for the stability of these systems,
although its measurement remains challenging, even after many years, due to issues like
hysteresis or the formation of a solid film to measure the contact angle, which differs
from what occurs in actual suspension systems [125]. Consequently, phase diagrams are
commonly used to study these systems, enabling the determination of regions with high and
low stability. The strategies commonly used to evaluate stability and determine the shelf-
life of cosmetics often require extensive periods. In the initial stages of development, rapid
strategies are implemented by subjecting a product to stress and evaluating its response, to
either reject or proceed with viable formulations. Among the main stress mechanisms used
to evaluate stability are temperature, light, and centrifugation [116]. Following the stress
exerted on the sample, a series of characterizations are conducted to evaluate the changes
the sample undergoes. These include droplet size, zeta potential, viscosity, and a novel
technique in the field of the cosmetic industry—analytical centrifugation [117].

5.1. Droplet Size

In emulsion-type systems, determining droplet size is one of the most common and
practical methods for evaluating stability [126]. The larger the droplet size in an emulsion,
the greater the velocity of creaming or sedimentation, which affects the medium-term
stability of the emulsion [127]. Droplet size can be influenced by factors such as emulsifier
concentration. Additionally, process variables like homogenization and pressure can
be controlled to tailor the droplet size using high-energy emulsification methods (e.g.,
homogenizers, microfluidizers, colloidal mills) [116]. Low-energy emulsification methods
allow to also attain nanoemulsions with droplet size values lower than 500 nm [3].

The conventional method for evaluating droplet size in an emulsion is through optical
microscopy (Figure 8), which enables the determination of droplet size and shape and the
microstructure of the emulsion. However, assessing droplet size distribution throughout
an emulsion with this technique is challenging [118,127]. Therefore, instruments have
been developed that allow for a more objective evaluation of droplet size distribution
using laser diffraction. This technique results in a normal distribution and is based on the
angular variation of scattered light when a laser passes through a simple emulsion, and
Mie theory is utilized to calculate particle size. However, Mie’s theory assumes that all
signals originate from particles or drops that are equivalent spheres; hence, the particle
shape cannot be identified. Consequently, the optical microscope and other techniques
such as light scattering can be used as complementary techniques [128].
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5.2. Zeta Potential

Another strategy for characterizing the stability of dispersed systems of interest in
the cosmetic industry is through the determination of the zeta potential. This parameter
plays a crucial role in understanding the stability of emulsions and suspensions, as a
large potential value on the surface of a droplet or particle can be related to electrostatic
repulsion, which can be a way of hindering coalescence phenomena in emulsions or the
formation of agglomerates in suspensions [129]. The zeta potential value depends not
only on the charges on the surface of the droplet or particle but also on the ions present in
the continuous phase of the system, as well as the type of emulsifier used [130,131]. The
zeta potential is evaluated through instruments, such as the Zetasizer, that make use of
electrophoretic mobility. However, concentrated and viscous samples require dilution to
facilitate their measurement, ensuring that particles or drops can move easily, although
dilution can lead to changes in the system.

5.3. Viscosity

The viscosity of the continuous phase is fundamental for the long-term stability
of an emulsion, as it significantly affects separation due to gravity, according to Stokes’
law. Specifically, a high viscosity of the continuous phase slows down the movement of
droplets or particles, thereby reducing the rate of creaming and sedimentation [127]. To
increase the viscosity of the continuous phase and, thus, enhance stability, hydrocolloids
are commonly used. These substances act as thickening agents, with carbomers, gums,
silicones, and cellulose derivatives as examples [132]. The viscosity of cosmetic systems
is currently evaluated through various techniques. Viscometers are widely used for this
purpose, and more specialized equipment such as rheometers is also employed, providing
additional information, such as oscillatory rheology measurements, which will be discussed
in Section 6 [133].

5.4. Analytical Centrifugation

Analytical centrifugation (AC) is a reproducible and versatile technique, initially used
in the evaluation of macromolecules in a solution [134,135]. However, with the devel-
opment of new technologies and software, its applications have expanded considerably,
particularly in dispersed systems. This technique facilitates the characterization of particle
or droplet size distribution, density, diffusion coefficients, sedimentation velocity, and
equilibrium sedimentation of the dispersed phase in cosmetic matrices such as emulsions
and suspensions [136,137].

The operating principle of analytical centrifugation is based on the radial concentration
gradients created by centrifugal force. At small sedimentation velocities, it follows Stokes’
law (Equation (1)), which describes the movement of a spherical particle with diameter d
and density Pnp in a fluid of density Ps and viscosity η, also introducing a sedimentation
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coefficient s which normalizes the sedimentation velocity given by the frequency and radius
from the rotation center to the detection position [138,139].

d =

√
18·ηs·s

ρnp − ρs
(1)

Furthermore, the analytical centrifugation apparatus is equipped with an optical
detection system that, depending on the specific instrument, is capable of measuring
either absorbance, interference, or fluorescence. The absorbance-based optical system is
sensitive in detecting macromolecules that contain strong chromophores or consist of two
or more components with different absorption spectra; whereas, the CCD (charge-coupled
device) interference-based optical system is particularly useful for sedimentation velocity
experiments thanks to its extensive data acquisition [140]. Besides the optical system, the
AC equipment features specific cells responsible for holding the sample. Generally, two
types of cells are found in the market: hollow rotating disc cells and cuvette cells.

Currently, there are many AC equipment options available (Table 5). However, the
LUMiSizer is the most commonly used for evaluating the stability of cosmetic matrices due
to its moderate cost and working range with respect to particle size [141]. The instrument
is configured as a conventional centrifuge, in which cells are placed horizontally, and the
light source and CCD detector cover the cell’s length, as depicted in Figure 9. Additionally,
the instrument features a variable illumination intensity for a broad range of concentrations
and turbidity levels [141].

Table 5. Comparison of analytical centrifugation equipment, adapted from [141].

Instrument Cell Type Data
Acquisition Detection Frequency Gravitational

Force
Continuous

Phase Particle Size

LUMiSizer Cell Transmission STEP 300–4000 rpm 6–2300 g Water, organic
solvents 10–100 µm

CPS DC (CPS
DC24000 UHR) Disc Transmission Turbidity 500–24,000 rpm 15–30,000 g Water, organic

solvents 3.0 nm–10 µm

Brookhaven
BI-DCP Disc Transmission Turbidity 500–15,000 rpm 15–13,000 g Water, organic

solvents 10 nm–30 µm

Beckman XLI Cell Volume Interference 1000–60,000 rpm 70–250,000 g Water, organic
solvents 1.0 nm–2.0 µm

AUC-UV-Vis Cell Transmission UV-Vis 1000–60,000 rpm 70–250,000 g Water, organic
solvents 1.0 nm–2.0 µm
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Additionally, the results of the profiles are obtained through STEP technology (space-
and time-resolved extinction profiles), which enables the measurement of transmitted light
intensity as a function of time and across the entire cell. In essence, the CCD sensor detects
the transmitted light throughout the sample, capturing the initial extinction profile and
continuing to do so throughout the entire experiment (Figure 10). This approach facilitates
the acquisition of data related to the stability and kinetics of separation processes within
dispersed systems [135,142].

With the LUMiSizer, it is possible to evaluate the phase separation behavior of cos-
metic products, obtaining information about stability, creaming formation and clarification,
density, particle size distribution, and product shelf-life [143]. One of the most common
tests conducted in the cosmetic industry with the LUMiSizer is the stability analysis. This
rapid method provides quantitative values for phase separation through a number known
as the instability index. This index ranges between 0 and 1.0, categorizing the separation as
stable when the value is 0, indicating no separation, or unstable when the value is 1, when
a complete separation has occurred [143,144].

The shelf-life of a product in relation to its phase separation can be evaluated or
predicted by subjecting it to different relative centrifugal forces and determining a sed-
imentation speed for each force. This is achieved by creating a curve of RCA (relative
centrifugal acceleration) versus sedimentation speed and, subsequently, extrapolating to
Earth’s gravity [145].

Consequently, the evaluation of the stability of cosmetic products is conducted in an
integrated manner, meaning that no single technique or strategy provides all the necessary
information for a comprehensive characterization of stability. It is essential to consider not
only the physical stability characterizations previously mentioned but also to incorporate
assessments of microbiological aspects (such as microorganism count and preservative
systems) and chemical aspects (including oxidation reactions, hydrolysis, etc.) into the
overall stability analysis [114].
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5.5. Surface and Interfacial Tension

The measurement of surface and interfacial tension provides valuable information
on the stability of cosmetic products, mainly related to the kinetics of surfactants at the
interface. The decrease in surface tension has been linked to properties such as foamability
and detergency, which are significant in various industry applications [146,147]. This is im-
portant when designing a product as these characteristics will affect consumer acceptance.

Surface and interfacial tension arise when the surface of a liquid comes into contact
with another phase, either gaseous (surface tension) or liquid (interfacial tension). It is
defined as the energy required to expand the surface or interface by one unit area [148].
This phenomenon occurs due to intermolecular interactions at the liquid surface, resulting
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from the attraction forces of molecules at the interface with other molecules of the same
type inside the fluid. This phenomenon, illustrated in Figure 11, indicates that the smaller
the interface area, the lower the force. Consequently, there is excess energy at the interface,
and minimal energy is achieved by minimizing the interfacial area. As a result, the interface
of the liquid tends to contract, creating an imbalance in the surface and a net force towards
the interior of the liquid, as seen in Figure 11. The effect of these contraction forces gives
rise to interfacial tension, enabling the interface to be stable and adopt geometries which
minimize the interfacial area [113]. The details on the measurement of interfacial tension
can be found in a recent review on the subject [119].
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During the design of cosmetic products, evaluating surface or interfacial tension is
crucial. Most cosmetics are dispersed systems formed by two immiscible phases (creating
a surface or interface) that are thermodynamically unstable. Therefore, it is important to
stabilize the system and keep the two phases forming a stable dispersion [149]. Surfactants
(e.g., emulsifiers, foaming agents) are added to cosmetic products for this purpose. Sur-
factants adsorb at interfaces, decrease interfacial tension, and, under mixing, allow for the
generation of more interfacial area, the elongation of the drops, and the formation of smaller
droplets under shear conditions. Then, the surfactant film serves as a stabilizing layer,
increasing the dilational elasticity at the surface or interface level due to Gibbs–Marangoni
effects and generating a stable interface with lifetimes ranging from days to months, or
even years [150].

The interfacial tension of a system depends on the surfactant structure and its inter-
actions with its chemical environment. Various expressions have been developed and
studied to characterize surfactants [151]. Griffin was the first to classify surfactants us-
ing the HLB (hydrophilic–lipophilic balance), considering the nature of the hydrophilic
and lipophilic groups of a surfactant. However, this method does not account for the
entire system (salinity, type of oil, temperature, cosurfactants), focusing exclusively on the
surfactant. More comprehensive expressions have been developed for complete system
characterization. The HLD (hydrophilic–lipophilic deviation) model, which considers a
surfactant, the oil phase, the aqueous phase, temperature, and even pressure, is a semiem-
pirical expression that allows to characterize the physicochemical situation of a system,
with a surfactant contribution parameter (i.e., SCP, also called PACN, sigma or beta). Re-
cent works have extensively outlined the use of the HLD equation for formulations in
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cosmetics, emphasizing the importance of its use in systems incorporating biobased raw
materials [119,146,147,152,153].

Surface tension is an important factor to consider when evaluating cosmetic products,
as valuable information about consumer perception of the products can be obtained from
it. In hair products like shampoos, surface tension is crucial for foam formation and
stability. The dynamics of the decrease in surface tension allow the product to present a
high foamability with a pleasant perception for the consumer, enhancing the hair-washing
experience [154].

Similarly, interfacial tension can significantly impact the absorption of active ingre-
dients, like vitamins or antioxidants. Interfacial tension can influence the skin’s ability to
absorb these ingredients. Fast interfacial tension dynamics and exchanges between the bulk
and the interface can facilitate the penetration of ingredients into the skin and improve their
efficacy [155]. It also provides information about a product’s application, mainly related to
the performance of fluid flow when a low interfacial tension system is used. This allows
the product to spread smoothly and be absorbed more effectively, without leaving a sticky
or greasy feeling [155].

5.6. Contact Angle

Contact angle describes how a liquid interacts with a solid surface. It refers to the angle
formed at the intersection of a liquid’s surface (e.g., a droplet of a cosmetic product) with the
skin or any other solid surface it comes into contact with, as illustrated in Figure 12 [156].
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Figure 12. Contact angles less than 90 degrees indicate that the droplet wets the surface. A contact
angle of 90 degrees signifies that the cohesion and adhesion forces are equal, typically observed
when a solid particle exhibits mixed wettability between oil and water. Contact angles greater than
90 degrees imply that the droplet does not wet the surface.

The angle formed during the interaction of a liquid with a surface can indicate the
wettability of the product and its ability to spread easily. However, establishing a clear cor-
relation between contact angle, spreadability, and dispersibility is challenging, largely due
to measurement difficulties. Most of the surfaces prepared in a laboratory to conduct wetta-
bility studies do not represent real-life applications or present some kind of hysteresis [157].
A lower contact angle between the product and the skin suggests a greater spreadability
and may imply an improved dispersibility, a property which has been examined in detail
in detergency studies [158]. Besides evaluating the contact angle in the final product, the
contact angle is also assessed in raw materials relevant to the product’s sensoriality, such as
emollients, to correlate the spreadability of the raw material with that of the final product.
This approach aids in developing more efficient formulations, starting from the selection of
raw materials [159].

Additionally, the contact angle can be used to assess the hydrophobicity of a formula,
an important attribute when designing waterproof products, such as mascaras, and liquid
lipsticks, among others. In these matrices, a very large contact angle is desired, indicating
that the cohesive forces are superior to the adhesive forces, thus minimizing interaction
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with the surface. The contact angle in this case is evaluated by applying the product to
the appropriate substrate (lashes, lips, etc.), adding a drop of water to the substrate, and
measuring the angle formed [160].

6. Rheology

Rheology is the study of the flow and deformation of materials. It is an important
field of research with applications in many different industries, including cosmetics [3,161].
Measuring and understanding the rheological properties of cosmetic samples is essential
for comprehending the microstructure and behavior of these products [162,163]. In the
cosmetics industry, rheology is employed to study the viscosity and other rheological
properties of products such as hair conditioners, facial creams, and lotions. These properties
are important for determining the performance and stability of these products [161]. In
addition, rheological measurements can be used to predict how a cosmetic product will
behave under different conditions, such as when applied to the skin or when exposed to
different temperatures [164].

This section will discuss the principles and applications of rheology in the cosmetics
industry. We will first provide a brief overview of the field of rheology and its importance
in the study of cosmetic samples. Then, we describe various types of rheological measure-
ments and the factors that affect rheological properties. We end with a discussion on the
role of rheology in the development and formulation of new cosmetic products and provide
some case studies to illustrate the use of rheology in the cosmetics industry.

6.1. Principles of Rheology

Rheology is a branch of physics that deals with the mechanical behavior of materials
under the influence of external forces. The rheological properties of a material are deter-
mined by its microstructure and the interactions between its molecules. These properties
can be affected by a variety of factors, such as temperature, concentration, and applied
forces. [161,165]. Viscosity is a measure of the resistance of a fluid to flow. It is a property
that is important for determining the performance and stability of cosmetic products. The
viscosity of a cosmetic formulation determines how easily it can be applied or spread over
the skin or hair and how well it will distribute throughout the surface or strands [166,167].
Several types of rheological measurements are commonly used in the cosmetics industry.
On the one hand, oscillatory rheometry is used to measure the complex shear modulus, the
storage and loss moduli, and the phase angle of a sample. On the other hand, extensional
rheometry is used to measure the extensional viscosity of a sample and its behavior under
the influence of significant normal forces within the fluid [161,168]. Such is the case of
systems containing very high molecular weight polymers and nanoparticles, which tend to
form a viscoelastic network.

Viscosity is a temperature-dependent property, meaning that it can be affected by
changes in temperature. The viscosity of a cosmetic product may increase or decrease based
on the temperature at which it is stored or used. Consequently, it is important to measure
the viscosity of cosmetic samples at a range of temperatures to understand their behavior
under different conditions [169,170]. Factors such as the type of surfactant, internal phase
content, or emulsifier concentration also impact the rheological properties of a cosmetic
sample. As the concentration increases, its viscosity generally increases as well. This is
attributed to the increased concentration within the sample, leading to more interactions
between the particles, which increases the resistance to flow [171,172]. Additionally, the
type and magnitude of forces applied to a sample can alter its rheological properties. For
instance, the viscosity of a cosmetic product, whether it is a shampoo, conditioner, cream,
or gel, may change if it is subjected to shearing (forces causing flow in a particular direction)
or extensional forces (forces causing stretching in one direction) [173,174].

Rheology information can be used to assess the performance and stability of cosmetic
products and to develop and formulate new cosmetic products [161,168]. One of the key
challenges in the study of rheology is the fact that the behavior of materials can be very
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complex and can vary depending on the specific conditions under which they are studied.
This means that it is often necessary to use a combination of different rheological techniques
to understand a given material’s behavior [173,175].

6.2. Applications of Rheology in Cosmetics

Rheology can be used to assess how a sample behaves under flow conditions, such as
when applied to the skin or exposed to different temperatures [161,168]. The viscosity of a
hair conditioner is an important factor in determining its performance. A high-viscosity
conditioner may be difficult to apply and may not distribute evenly throughout the hair,
while a low-viscosity conditioner may not provide enough conditioning. Measuring a hair
conditioner’s viscosity at various temperatures allows for assessing its behavior during
consumer use [166].

Beyond performance prediction, rheology is instrumental in studying the stability
of cosmetic products. For instance, the viscosity of a facial cream may vary over time
due to exposure to temperature fluctuations and other environmental factors. Monitor-
ing the cream’s viscosity over time can foresee changes and identify potential stability
issues [176,177]. Extensional rheometry can provide insights into a cream’s resistance to
stretching, a factor that contributes to its moisturizing effects and its ability to preserve skin
structure.

Rheology also aids in understanding the microstructure and behavior within cosmetic
samples. Using oscillatory rheometry, the complex modulus, storage modulus, and loss
moduli of a hair conditioner can be determined. These measurements offer an understand-
ing of the conditioner’s viscoelastic behavior, which is related to its ability to condition hair
and maintain hairstyle integrity [166,178].

6.3. Applications of Dynamic and Oscillatory Rheology Measurements in Cosmetics

Rheology plays a crucial role in tailoring cosmetic products to meet specific functional
and sensory requirements. The rheological properties of cosmetics, which can be in the
form of emulsions, dispersions, suspensions, or foams, are pivotal for their application
and performance [179]. The flow behavior of these materials is often studied through the
flow curve of viscosity versus shear rate, which provides insights into their behavior under
different shear rates [133,178]. This is key for understanding how these products behave in
real-world applications, such as spreading on the skin or enduring high shear rates during
vigorous applications like rubbing sunscreen [162].

At very low shear rates (as depicted in Figure 13), phenomena like sedimentation can
be observed, which are crucial for the stability and quality of the product. In the 0.1 to
10 s−1 shear rate range, behaviors relevant to the spread of cosmetics on the skin, such as
applying a cream or lotion, are significative. This range is also important for processes
like detergency under slow shear conditions. Shear rates from 10 to 1000 s−1 are typical
when transferring cosmetics between containers. More robust applications like quickly
applying sunscreen or cleansing cream require shear rates from 1000 to 10,000 s−1 or higher.
In dispersion processes or scenarios, like brushing with toothpaste, extremely high shear
rates ranging from 105 to 106 s−1 can be found [161,164].

Understanding and analyzing these varying shear rates is essential for a compre-
hensive rheological analysis of cosmetics, as they closely simulate practical applications.
However, measuring these behaviors can be challenging due to the limitations of rotational
rheometers, which typically max-out around 1000 s−1 (Figure 13). Especially with concen-
tric cylinder geometries, cone–plate, or plate–plate, at very high shear rates, the sample may
escape from the system, highlighting the need for careful consideration of both the applica-
tion conditions of the product and the capabilities of rheological measurement techniques.

The use of oscillatory rheology in the measurement of cosmetics, particularly for
understanding microstructure formation, is multifaceted [180,181]. In this context, mate-
rials forming microscopic networks, such as those with added polymers, particles, and
polyelectrolytes, typically exhibit a viscoelastic response. This is characterized by a higher
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elastic modulus compared to the viscous modulus and a high complex modulus (Figure 14).
For systems with little structure, the complex modulus is lower, and, in the absence of
structure, the viscous modulus dominates, indicating a phase angle closer to 90 degrees,
characteristic of viscous behavior.
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Figure 13. Representation of a flow curve for shear-thinning cosmetic products (green line). Cosmetic
products are mainly dispersions that present sedimentation phenomena at very low shear rates. Then,
higher shear applications such as gentle spreading on the skin, transfer between containers and fluid
flow, quick application to hair or skin, and dispensing, bottling, and brushing are represented by
very-high shear processes that cannot be measured using conventional rotational rheometers.
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Figure 14. Storage modulus G′ and the loss modulus G′′ as a function of stress (Top panel) and
frequency (Bottom panel). In this example, both the stress and frequency sweep present a storage
modulus G′ larger than the loss modulus G′′, representing a viscoelastic behavior, with a phase angle
lower than 45 degrees. The complex viscosity as a function of frequency (Bottom panel) provides
information on the viscoelastic behavior. Eta* with a slope = -1 indicates the highly elastic behavior of
the sample, which can be related to a network formed between the components in the system [182].

Oscillatory rheology is pivotal in studying the initial formation of systems, especially
dispersions. One key measurement is the fluid flow at very low shear rates, i.e., the yield
stress, determined at the point where the system begins to deform under applied stress or at
the intersection point of storage and loss curves during a frequency sweep. The relaxation
time, another critical metric, is found at the low-frequency point where the curves of elastic
and viscous behavior intersect [182].

Additionally, oscillatory rheology indirectly monitors the evolution of a system over
time, assessing changes in the material structure after its formation. For example, in
emulsion systems with added polymers, there is often an initial increase in the storage
modulus relative to the viscous modulus as the system gains structure. This dynamic
evolution is crucial for understanding the system’s formation and stability. This approach
is essential for formulating cosmetic products that meet specific performance and sensory
requirements [180,183,184].

In Figure 14, a rheological profile of a concentrated emulsion system is presented, con-
sisting of triglyceride oil dispersed in an aqueous phase stabilized by a biobased surfactant
(lecithin). The profile demonstrates that both the storage modulus (G′) and the loss modu-
lus (G′′) are both stress-dependent. G′ exceeds G′′ by approximately an order of magnitude,
suggesting a viscoelastic nature with a predominantly elastic character [179,182]. A critical
point, where G′ and G′′ intersect, marks the yield stress point (Figure 14, top panel). Such
behavior is characteristic of a highly elastic system, in this case, a concentrated emulsion
with an internal phase volume of around 50%, where droplets are almost touching each
other under shear conditions.

Figure 14 (bottom panel) shows the frequency sweep results. The stress sweep is
essential in determining the linear viscoelastic region, typically observed between 1 and
10 Pa [161]. During the frequency sweep, performed at a constant stress within this linear
range, G′ consistently surpasses G′′ as frequency increases, indicative of a system where
elastic behavior predominates. G′ is about an order of magnitude larger than G′′, while
the complex viscosity exhibits a decline, with a slope near −1, further corroborating
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the system’s highly elastic nature and suggesting the formation of a network structure,
likely attributable to the substantial surfactant concentration and internal phase. This
study, initially aimed at developing pharmaceutical emulsions, also has implications for
cosmetic products [182]. The triglyceride oil content, along with the potential addition of
active components like vitamins or anti-aging agents, makes these emulsions suitable for
cosmetic applications.

In the particular instance of a highly elastic system, the storage modulus significantly
surpasses the loss modulus (Figure 14 bottom panel). However, in the majority of cosmetic
emulsions, suspensions, or foams, these systems display viscoelastic properties, with their
phase angles usually around 45 degrees, or, in some cases, the loss modulus may even
exceed the storage modulus. This situation indicates the formation of some network within
the system, although with less intense molecular interactions compared to a highly elastic
system [161].

For researchers and quality control specialists in the cosmetics industry, it is essential to
recognize the varied rheological behaviors that can arise in oscillatory rheology experiments.
Cosmetic formulations may exhibit a broad spectrum of rheological properties, influenced
by factors such as the composition of the formulation, the type of emulsifier used, and the
concentration of the internal phase. Accurately interpreting rheological data and effectively
applying them in both research and product development allows for the understanding of
these differences [179].

6.4. Discussion of Specific Cases

The study of rheology is important for understanding the microstructure behavior in
cosmetic samples. New rheological techniques are emerging, allowing for more precise
measurements of the rheological properties of cosmetic samples [183]. Additionally, the use
of computer modeling and simulation may become more prevalent, enabling predictions
of the rheological behavior of cosmetic samples under a broader range of conditions [181].
In Table 6, a discussion of some examples of the use of rheometry in cosmetic samples is
presented, including hair gel, nail polish, and skin cream [161,179,183,185].

Table 6. Rheological aspects and testing methodologies for cosmetic products.

Type of Cosmetic
Product Characteristics Measured Properties Model Used Important Parameters

Hair Gel

Viscoelastic system with
high molecular weight
polymers, forming a
three-dimensional
network.

Viscosity, Yield Stress
Herschel–Bulkley
model for yield stress
calculation

High viscosity during
production, high yield
stress for consumer
perception

Nail Polish
Thixotropic material with
time-dependent viscosity
behavior.

Thixotropic Recovery,
Viscosity

Three-interval
thixotropy step test

Thixotropic recovery
rates affecting
application

Skin Cream
Emulsion with key focus
on tactile experience and
long-term stability.

Storage Modulus (G′),
Loss Modulus (G′′)

Amplitude sweeps in
oscillation tests

Storage and loss
modulus in the low
strain/stress range

7. Colorimetric Analysis in Cosmetics

Color plays a significant role in influencing consumer preferences and the acceptance
of a product across diverse industries [186]. When assessing color, perception and sensory
qualities are crucial for ensuring product quality and consistency. This is especially vital
in the cosmetics industry, given the wide variety of products involved. For example, a
pink shade in a lip gloss differs from that in a matte lipstick. Furthermore, within the
same product category, there are various shades to manage, such as different red tones
in lipsticks. Therefore, having a tool capable of distinguishing between these shades is
essential for ensuring customer satisfaction [187].
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Color evaluation of cosmetic products can be conducted in the following two ways:
through visual assessment or instrumental analysis. Chromatic attributes and various
geometric factors, such as texture, shape, etc., can be qualitatively evaluated by the human
eye. In this process, the observer assesses the color of the sample under standard lighting
conditions, and, following a comparison with defined color standards, the evaluation is
articulated in terms of certain scores [188]. Such visual evaluation is subjective, relative, and
depends on both the observer and the environmental conditions. On the other hand, colori-
metric attributes can also be quantitatively assessed using different types of equipment like
colorimeters, spectrophotometers, and spectroradiometers [189].

In contemporary times, color evaluation has evolved to a more sophisticated level.
In the past, the primary aim was to simply compare a pattern to a sample to prevent
disparities [190]. Building upon this knowledge, color holds paramount importance within
the cosmetics industry. It serves multiple purposes, including meeting commercial quality
standards, improving a product’s visual appeal, and assessing how human skin responds to
the application of a specific formulation [187]. From the raw materials to the final product,
different protocols exist to assess color. By employing advanced instruments, software,
and controlled lighting environments, both researchers and manufacturers can expedite
the development of superior products [191]. These tools enable the precise assessment
and management of color characteristics in diverse samples, encompassing powders, semi-
solids, liquids, and even human skin. Consequently, they facilitate the maintenance of a
consistent quality across different production batches, thereby enhancing responsiveness
to the current market requirements [192].

7.1. Color and Its Conformational Elements

A visual impression of the material is typically established by the color of its surface,
and this is the initial sensory input for consumers when evaluating its acceptability [189].
Color is a facet of visual perception that proves challenging to precisely define or quantify;
it is essentially the sensation through which an observer discerns variations between two
visual fields, marked by differences in the spectral composition of the observed radiant
energies [191]. In this context, the color of an opaque object is described by the relationship
between its light reflectance and the wavelength of light [193].

The perception of any color by the human eye requires a combination of three essential
elements: a light source illuminating an object, the object reflecting or transmitting light to
an observer, and the observer perceiving the reflected light (Figure 15) [194].
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Light sources emit the electromagnetic energy essential to trigger visual reactions.
Humans can perceive electromagnetic energy within a wavelength range spanning approx-
imately 400 nm to 700 nm, which is commonly referred to as the visible spectrum [186].
The chromatic attributes of light sources are defined using the following two methods:
measurement and standardization. The distinction between these two techniques is clari-
fied in the definition of light sources and illuminants [195]. Light sources are real physical
emitters of visible energy. Incandescent bulbs, the sky at a given time, and fluorescent
tubes represent examples of light sources. Illuminants, on the other hand, are simply
standardized tables of values representing a typical spectral power distribution of some
particular light source. Therefore, the CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage), the
international authority on light, lighting, and color, has published spectral output data
for various illuminants to facilitate and standardize colorimetric calculations [196]. These
illuminants include the following: D65-daylight, color temperature 6500 K; A-tungsten,
color temperature 2856K; F2-fluorescent, cool white; and F11-fluorescent, cool white narrow
band. The spectral output data of the CIE illuminants are used in the process of calculating
the color of illuminated objects [197].

In colored objects, the interaction of radiant energy with materials obeys the law of
conservation of energy. There are only three destinations that radiant energy can have
when it hits an object, as follows: absorption, reflection, and transmission [198,199]. As for
the observer, the human eye/brain system perceives color through three types of sensors
(cones), located in the retina of the eye. Thus, each type of these cones is selectively
sensitive to light from a region of the visible electromagnetic spectrum: red (λ~650 nm),
green (λ~530 nm), and blue (λ~430 nm). About 60% of these cones are red, 30% green, and
only 10% are blue. Additionally, their distribution is not uniform along the retina. The
processing of cone signals by the brain eventually produces output sensations interpreted
as red, green, and blue (and/or combinations and differences of these primary colors) [200].
Based on the individual information that the three types of cones simultaneously send to
the brain when stimulated by a chromatic stimulus, the brain can interpret all colors, which
gives color perception its three-dimensional character [201]. It is proven that the human
eye does not respond uniformly to the entire visible spectrum, being more sensitive to
some radiations than others, hence the subjective nature of color perception [202].

7.2. The Metric of Color

Colorimetry, or the science of color measurement, allows for the description, ordering,
and comparison of colored objects in a logical and repeatable manner, replacing subjective
color responses with an objective numerical system, thus facilitating satisfactory color
communication. Such successful color communications are essential for effective industrial
colorimetric control [203].

7.2.1. Munsell Color System

In the history of color, many individuals have attempted to devise methods to express
color quantitatively. As an example, in 1905, the artist Albert Henry Munsell introduced
a systematic method for characterizing color by focusing on the concept of perceived
equidistance. To achieve this, he utilized decimal notation instead of color names. For this
purpose, Munsell used a large number of color chips of paper of different hue (Munsell
hue), lightness (Munsell value), and saturation (Munsell chroma) for visual comparison
with a standard color [204].
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Thus, the Munsell system is represented using a circular scheme positioned at the
center of the model. Additionally, it consists of an irregular cylinder with the axis of values
(light/dark) running up and down through it. The dark colors are at the bottom of the
tree and the light ones are at the top, measured from 1 (dark) to 10 (light) [205]. Each
horizontal cut of the cylinder through the axis is a circle of hues, which is divided into five
principal hues—red, yellow, green, blue, and purple—and five intermediates—yellow-red,
green-yellow, blue-green, purple-blue, and red-purple (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Munsell tree. Hue: the dominant wavelength of color. This property grants the quality of
distinction among other colors. Lightness or value measures the clarity or darkness. This scale is also
called the Tonal Value Scale or Chiaroscuro. In the Munsell model, this scale corresponds to the trunk
of his color tree. Chromaticity or saturation: this property measures the intensity or purity of color.
That is, it includes what goes from the absence of color seen in neutral colors to the most vivid or
saturated colors [206,207].

7.2.2. CIE Color Systems

Other methods for expressing color numerically were developed by the CIE. The
two most well-known methods are the Yxy color space, created in 1931 from the CIE-
defined XYZ tristimulus values, and the Lab* color space, created in 1976 to provide more
uniform color differences in relation to visual differences [202].

CIE 1931

This was the result of a series of experiments conducted in the late 1920s by William
David Wright and John Guild. The experimental results were combined in the specification
of the CIE RGB color space, from which the CIE XYZ color space is derived (Figure 17). It
precisely defined the three primary colors of additive color synthesis, from which all other
colors can be created [208]. In this model, Y signifies luminance; Z is roughly equal to the
blue stimulus (S cones), and X is a mix tending toward the red-to-green sensitivity curve
(L and M cones). Although the 1931 system proved useful, its practical application was
limited as it did not express color differences in a perceptually uniform manner. Visual
perceptions of differences (in luminance, purity, and dominant wavelength) often did not
match the numerical information available in the system [209].
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CIELAB 1976

The CIELAB system of 1976 improved the 1931 system by organizing colors so that
numerical differences between colors matched visual perceptions. This improvement
facilitated and simplified the communication of color difference information among par-
ties [211].

The CIELAB color space can be visualized as a three-dimensional space in which
each color can be uniquely located. The location of any color in the space is determined
by its chromatic coordinates—L*, a*, and b*—as follows: L* luminance coordinate, a*
red/green coordinate, with +a* indicating red and−a* indicating green, and b* yellow/blue
coordinate, with +b* indicating yellow and −b* indicating blue (Figure 18). This approach
follows the principle of opponent colors, i.e., it follows the idea that, at some point between
the eye and the brain, the information coming from the eye’s cone receptors is encoded into
signals of light–dark, red-green, and yellow-blue. The “opponent” basis of the concept is
that a color cannot be red and green at the same time, or yellow and blue at the same time.
However, a color can be considered a combination of red and yellow, red and blue, green
and yellow, or green and blue [212].

A color can also be described and located in the CIELAB color space using an alter-
native method involving L*, C*, and h◦ (Figure 18). This is also three-dimensional, but
the color is located using cylindrical coordinates, as follows: L* luminance coordinate, the
same as in Lab*. C* is a chroma coordinate, the distance from the luminance axis, and h◦ is
the hue angle, expressed in degrees, with 0◦ being a position on the +a* axis, continuing
to 90◦ for the +b* axis, 180◦ for −a*, 270◦ for −b*, and back to 360◦ = 0◦. Many users of
the CIE system prefer the LCh* method for specifying a color, as the concept of hue and
chroma aligns well with visual experience [213].
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7.3. Color Measuring Techniques in the Cosmetic Industry

Spectrophotometry, colorimetry, reflectance spectrophotometry, and digital imaging
play crucial roles in the cosmetics industry (Table 7). Spectrophotometry, a method dating
back to the early 20th century, is pivotal for measuring the intensity of light absorbed or
transmitted by colorants in products like lipsticks and foundation layers on the skin [214].

Colorimetry, particularly after the introduction of the CIELAB color space, allows for
accurate color comparisons, essential for quality control in the production of cosmetics
such as powders, creams, and lotions [212,215]. Reflectance spectrophotometry is integral
for products requiring precise skin tone matching. Digital imaging, a late 20th century
innovation, not only ensures batch consistency but is also increasingly employed alongside
hyperspectral imaging to analyze the effects of anti-aging or anti-wrinkle cosmetics on
the skin [216]. Recently, digital skin imaging applications and their role in enhancing the
quality and accuracy of image acquisition in dermatology have been assessed, representing
an expanding field in the cosmetics industry [217].

Table 7. Overview of various instruments and their principles used in the measurement of color
in cosmetics.

Instrument Type Principle of Measurement Type of Cosmetic
Measured Reference

Spectrophotometer
Measures the intensity of light at specific
wavelengths. The data are then compared against
known standards to quantify color in products.

All types of
colored cosmetics [214,218,219]

Colorimeter

Compares the color of a sample against a standard. t
quantifies color based on the CIE Lab* color space,
calculating differences in lightness (L*), red-green
(a*), and yellow-blue (b*) coordinates.

Powders, creams,
and lotions [9,218]

Reflectance
Spectrophotometer

Measures the amount of light reflected from the
surface of a product. By analyzing the spectrum of
the reflected light, it determines how the product’s
color will appear under different lighting conditions.

Foundations and powders [214,218]

Digital Camera Imaging

Captures and analyzes images to determine color
properties. These images are then analyzed using
software to assess color properties like hue,
saturation, and brightness, offering a comprehensive
color profile.

Any visible
cosmetic product [216,217]
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8. Challenges and Opportunities of Using Meta-Analysis in the Formulation of
Cosmetics with Biobased Products

Since the 1990s, the cosmetic industry has included sustainability among its priorities,
mainly due to consumer perception and greater acceptance of “eco-friendly” products by
new generational groups. Nowadays, the sustainability megatrend has generated the study
of the carbon footprint of the industry’s raw materials and refining manufacturing processes
alongside analyses of the entire life cycle of its products within its value chain [220].
However, a significant challenge persists in replacing conventional synthetic ingredients,
known for their exceptional performance and low cost, with biobased ingredients that
offer a comparable cost-to-performance ratio. Biobased products, derived from renewable
sources like plants, microbes, or algae, are increasingly popular in the cosmetics industry
for their sustainability and environmental benefits [221]. Analytical methods play a crucial
role in ensuring the quality, safety, and efficacy of biobased formulations. Below are listed
some of the main challenges and opportunities associated with the integration of analytical
methods in the context of substituting conventional synthetic for biobased ingredients
(Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Challenges and opportunities of the introduction of biobased raw materials in the formu-
lation of cosmetic products and the use of meta-analysis techniques to tailor the required properties,
including consumer perception.

8.1. Challenges

1. Complexity of Biobased Ingredients: Biobased ingredients, being derived from
natural sources, exhibit a wide range of chemical diversity. They contain various classes of
compounds such as lipids, proteins, carbohydrates, and secondary metabolites, leading
to a complex mixture [222–224]. Identifying and quantifying these diverse compounds
is challenging. Analytical methods need to be sensitive enough to identify and quantify
the diverse components present in these natural extracts. On the other hand, synthetic
ingredients are often single compounds or present simpler chemical structures. Their
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composition is generally more straightforward, making them easier to characterize using
standard analytical methods.

Biobased ingredients often contain multiple compounds that may interact syner-
gistically, influencing the overall performance of the formulation [225]. Characterizing
individual components and understanding their combined effects can be complex. Syn-
thetic ingredients are designed to have specific chemical structures and functionalities.
Their interactions are typically well-understood, and the characterization focuses on the
individual compound’s properties. Some biobased compounds exist in different isomeric
forms, adding complexity to their characterization [8,226]. Distinguishing between these
isomers is crucial for understanding their functional properties. Isomerism is generally less
prevalent in synthetic ingredients. Characterizing synthetic compounds often involves less
complexity in terms of their structural isomers.

2. Variability in Raw Materials: The composition of biobased ingredients can vary
based on factors like geographical location, climate conditions, and harvest time [227]. This
variability introduces challenges in establishing consistent formulations and requires robust
analytical methods to handle these variations. On the other hand, synthetic ingredients are
manufactured under controlled conditions, resulting in more consistent and reproducible
compositions. The lack of natural variability simplifies the characterization process for
synthetic ingredients.

3. Stability and Shelf-Life: Biobased formulations may be more prone to degradation or
spoilage compared to synthetic counterparts [228]. Analytical methods are essential for as-
sessing the stability of these formulations over time and under different storage conditions.

4. Reference Standards: The availability of reference standards for biobased com-
pounds may be limited, hindering the development and validation of analytical meth-
ods [229]. On the other hand, reference standards for synthetic compounds are often readily
available, facilitating the accurate identification and quantification of synthetic ingredients.
Overcoming these challenges involves the development and application of advanced an-
alytical techniques tailored to the unique characteristics of biobased formulations in the
cosmetics industry.

5. Regulatory Compliance: The regulatory compliance of biobased ingredients in
cosmetics faces challenges due to the natural variability, complex composition, and limited
standardization inherent to these ingredients [230]. Synthetic ingredients often benefit from
greater consistency, simpler compositions, and more established testing methods, making
regulatory compliance comparatively more straightforward in some cases. Addressing
these challenges for biobased ingredients may involve collaborative efforts between indus-
try stakeholders, regulatory bodies, and research institutions to establish robust standards
and testing methodologies.

8.2. Opportunities

The complexity of biobased ingredients, when viewed as an opportunity, allows
for the development of unique and innovative cosmetic formulations. The richness of
bioactive profiles, synergistic effects, customization possibilities, consumer appeal, and
advancements in analytical techniques all contribute to the potential advantages of utilizing
complex biobased ingredients in cosmetics. While it presents challenges, this complexity
can be leveraged to provide unique selling points and benefits.

1. Rich Bioactive Profiles: The diverse and complex composition of biobased ingredi-
ents often results in rich bioactive profiles [231–233]. These compounds may offer a wide
range of beneficial properties, including antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and moisturizing
effects. Characterization can highlight the presence of specific bioactive compounds that
contribute to the overall efficacy of a cosmetic product. Synthetic ingredients may not
naturally contain the same array of bioactive compounds. The complexity of biobased
ingredients can be marketed as a natural source of multiple active components, potentially
providing a holistic approach to skincare.
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2. Synergistic Effects: The interactions between different compounds in biobased
ingredients can lead to synergistic effects, enhancing the overall performance and benefits
of the cosmetic formulation. Characterization efforts can focus on understanding and
promoting these synergies for improved skincare outcomes. Synthetic ingredients are often
designed to have specific isolated effects. The synergistic potential of biobased ingredients
can be positioned as a unique advantage in skincare formulations [5].

3. Consumer Acceptance: Consumers are increasingly interested in natural and
sustainable products [7,12,234]. The complexity of biobased ingredients aligns with the
growing demand for environmentally friendly and ethical choices. Characterization efforts
can highlight the natural origin and sustainability of these ingredients, contributing to
consumer preference. The natural complexity of biobased ingredients can serve as a
key differentiator in the market, appealing to consumers seeking products with a closer
connection to nature.

4. Innovation in Analytical Techniques: The need to characterize complex biobased
ingredients has driven innovation in analytical techniques [235]. Advanced methods, such
as FTIR, NMR, SEC/GPC, SEM, TGA, DSC, high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), mass spectrometry, and metabolomics, have been developed to provide more
detailed insights into the composition of these ingredients. While analytical techniques
are essential for both biobased and synthetic ingredients, the innovation in characterizing
complex natural compounds can be positioned as an opportunity for advancement and
differentiation in the cosmetics industry.

9. Conclusions and Perspectives

The analytical methodologies discussed in the present review are crucial in bridging
the molecular and microstructure understanding to the pragmatic realm of product per-
formance in the cosmetics industry. The ability to meticulously analyze and interpret the
composition, microscopic and macroscopic properties, and rheological aspects of cosmetic
formulations, the so-called meta-analysis, is essential for the formulation of products that
have the desired properties, are safe, and consumer-friendly. This review emphasizes
the necessity of continual advancements in analytical technologies and the value of inter-
disciplinary collaboration, which are crucial for fostering innovation, sustainability, and
regulatory compliance in cosmetic product formulation. The future in this field is promising
and challenging, inviting a coordinated effort from academia, industry, and regulatory
bodies to advance the frontier of cosmetic science.

Aside from the properties related to the macrostructure, the importance of shelf-life
properties, such as stability studies, in cosmetics provide critical insights into the behavior,
performance, and long-term reliability of cosmetic products. The stability of emulsions
significantly impacts the effectiveness, shelf-life, and user satisfaction associated with these
products. Furthermore, tools such as surface tension measurements and fluid dynamics are
not only relevant but extensively applied in the contemporary cosmetic industry. These
analytical tools enhance the understanding and optimization of product formulations by
providing quantitative data on various physicochemical properties.

The incorporation of these analytical tools aligns with the industry’s continual aim to
achieve superior product quality and consumer satisfaction, making them indispensable
in modern cosmetic formulation science. Accurate stability assessment and the use of
advanced analytical tools enable cosmetic formulators and researchers to better understand
the mechanisms affecting emulsion stability. This knowledge facilitates the development
of innovative formulations that meet evolving consumer needs and preferences while
adhering to stringent industry standards and regulatory requirements.

The integration of biobased ingredients into cosmetics represents both challenges
and opportunities. This allows for the use of the current analytical methods and the de-
velopment of innovative techniques to study these complex mixtures within cosmetics
matrices. These natural components, composed of a variety of compounds such as lipids
and proteins, present analytical challenges due to their variability and complex chemical
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interactions, necessitating advanced and sensitive methods for effective characterization.
Despite the difficulties in achieving formulation consistency, stability, and meeting reg-
ulatory standards, biobased ingredients offer considerable opportunities. They exhibit
rich bioactive profiles and the potential for synergistic effects, aligning with the increasing
consumer demand for natural and sustainable products. The transition towards biobased
ingredients in the cosmetic industry marks a significant historical moment in formulation
and laboratory analytics, which is generating funding and new collaboration opportunities
between public institutions, universities, and industry to work together to overcome the
previously mentioned challenges.
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